We develop a biophysically realistic model of the nematode C. elegans that includes: (i) its muscle structure and activation, (ii) key connectomic activation circuitry, and (iii) a weighted and time-dynamic proprioception. In combination, we show that these model components can reproduce the complex waveforms exhibited in C. elegans locomotive behaviors, chiefly omega turns. This is achieved via weighted, time-dependent suppression of the proprioceptive signal. Though speculative, such dynamics are biologically plausible due to the presence of neuromodulators which have recently been experimentally implicated in the escape response, which includes an omega turn. This is the first integrated neuromechanical model to reveal a mechanism capable of generating the complex waveforms observed in the behavior of C. elegans, thus contributing to a mathematical framework for understanding how control decisions can be executed at the connectome level in order to produce the full repertoire of observed behaviors.
INTRODUCTION
Of general interest to the biology community is understanding how biomechanical systems process sensory input to produce behavioral outcomes and robust control strategies. Seemingly simple behavioral paradigms such as flying, crawling, and walking all involve complex interactions between neuronal networks of sensory neurons, propioceptive feedback, and muscle activation. Understanding how these various networks interact to produce a robust control strategy remains an open challenge. A model organism that can help elucidate the control laws arising from these complex dynamics is the Caenorhabditis elegans: a nematode with only 302 neurons, 95 muscles involved in locomotion, and a well-mapped and stereotyped connectome ( [46, 44] ). Importantly, it has a limited behavioral repertoire that includes four primary motions: forward crawling, backward crawling, and omega turns. In this manuscript, we explore a dynamic mechanism that can produce the full repertoire of turns in C elegans in a model optimized for forward motion.
Given its importance as a model organism, there has long been an interest in modeling the behavior and locomotion of the worm (see ( [22] ) for a recent review). Broadly, these efforts (i) attempt to model the generation of locomotion within the nervous system alone (e.g. [36, 41, 23, 25, 38, 27, 26, 28] ), (ii) model the biomechanics of the musculature/body alone ( [12, 16, 40, 33, 34, 39, 3, 29] ), or (iii) build an integrated model for neural and bodily dynamics ( [37, 10, 8, 7, 14] ). Most previous modeling efforts have focused on simulating the simple, sinusoidal bodily postures involved in forward locomotion. It is unclear if said models could be extended to include the more complex behaviors exhibited by the worm. Ultimately, the full complexity of the dynamics may be captured within future high-fidelity, fully three-dimensional particlebased models involving the collaboration of hundreds of scientists and modeling almost every aspect of the C. elegans geometry and anatomy ( [6, 43] ). To our knowledge the only model previously shown to be capable of generating complex postures is a non-integrated model of the body alone ( [12] ). This model stops short of considering the role of neuronal dynamics and proprioception in generating complex postures.
Nonetheless, integrated neuromechanical models have generated considerable insight into C. elegans locomotion. A notable recent example is the model of Boyle, Berri and Cohen ( [7] ), a two-dimensional spring-rod model which uses proprioception to generate sinusoidal locomotion. The model incorporates proprioceptive feedback through specific stretch receptors, which have been long hypothesized ( [45] ), and for which there is experimental evidence ( [30, 45] ). Via proprioceptive feedback, the model replicated the experimentallyobserved continuous modulation of the worm's forward motion gait in response to its environment ( [5] ). However, this work considered only forward motion, and the model is unable to reproduce other typical behaviors such as backward motion, head sweeps, or omega turns.
In this manuscript, we extend the model of Boyle, Berri and Cohen ( [7] ), discovering the necessary modifications for the model to produce the full range of complex C.elegans postures. Our modifications produce a single biomechanically realistic model that can produce the full repertoire of behav-iors, including the "omega turn" in which the animal makes a deep bend in order to reverse directions. We show that a traveling wave of suppression on the stretch receptors is sufficient for this complex behavior. This study suggests that transient, extra-synaptic modulation of the synaptic weights is necessary for complex behavior, which is a vital step for understanding the control paradigm of the animal.
BIOMECHANICAL MODEL
We review the two-dimensional spring-rod model ( [7] ). This model integrates our dynamic proprioception which generates the repertoire of observed behaviors.
Environmental properties
This model implements the drag coefficient of the body by separating the parallel and perpendicular components. In relatively low viscosity media similar to water, the drag coefficients can be analytically calculated ( [31] ), and in highly viscous media like agar, these coefficients have been experimentally estimated ( [5, 37] ). In the model, the medium is a linearly tunable parameter that varies from 0 (water) to 1 (agar), as shown in table 1.
Model components
The two-dimensional model of the C. elegans has long been considered a compromise between feasibility and accuracy ( [21] ), i.e. it is a parsimonious model that balances complexity with accurate biomechanics. The two-dimensional structure is motivated by the laboratory environment where nearly the entire body moves only in two dimensions along a surface. The only truly three-dimensional behaviors are exploratory head motions, which are outside the scope of this study.
Body Shape and Segmentation
The C. elegans body, as shown in Fig. 1 , is composed of 12 segments organized into 3 different layers of interaction. This approximates the known muscle structure: C. elegans has 48 dorsal and 47 ventral muscles, though the body itself is not segmented. A segment refers to 8 passive vertical and diagonal elements containing a set of 4 dorsal and 4 ventral muscles, a pair of stretch receptors, and a pair each of A-and B-class neurons. The body is further divided into 48 subsegments, 4 per full segment, such that each has a pair of horizontal, diagonal, and vertical elements and a single muscle.
The two-dimensional cross-section of the body is approximated by an ellipsoid, with the radius of each of the M = 48 sub-segments given by:
where R i is the radius of the ith body segment and R 0 is maximium radius.
Rod spring model
The first modeling component is a rod-spring system with passive vertical and diagonal elements, as well as active muscle-driven horizontal elements. The vertical rod elements are of a fixed length 2R i , given by equation 1, and enforce the biological constraint that the radius of the body is nearly constant throughout normal behavior. The diagonal elements are damped springs that model hydrostatic internal forces. The force from each diagonal element for the ith body segment is given by:
where β D and κ D are the spring and damping constants, and
is the rate of change of the length of each element. The subscripts D and, in the next equation, L, refer to either the diagonal or horizontal elements. The superscript k denotes which side of the animal (dorsal or ventral) is being considered and which subnetwork is characterized (A-class or B-class). The four distinct values are thus k = {A, B} × {V, D} . Constants are identical across the subnetworks unless otherwise noted. The horizontal elements are driven damped springs and the total force is the sum of a passive and active component:
The force output of a muscle segment is a function of the motor neuron voltage, the muscle length, and the rate of contraction. In addition, a gradient was imposed on the maximum output force of the muscles, reflecting experimental observations
and where ∆L = L 0H,i − L min,i is the rest length minus a minimum muscle length for each subsegment, normalized to a)
Rods & springs Additionally, σ (x) is a linearized sigmoidal function of the muscle activation:
Motor neurons
A second critical component of the model is a simplified connectomic structure. In each segment, the pair of 4 muscles receive input from two separate classes of excitatory neurons. These A-and B-class motor neurons form separate subnetworks that are experimentally well-known to be active in backwards and forwards motion, respectively. Each neuron is modeled as bistable neuron which transitions instantanteously and is either "on" or "off," S = {0, 1}.
Although there is some evidence that muscles display graded transmission ( [32] ), there is also biological evidence for bistability in the worm ( [19, 35, 18] ). Previous work addressing this issue explicitly ( [7] ) found no significant difference in behavior when the neurons were modeled using a continuous model of the membrane voltage. The current term is composed of three inputs into each of these motor neurons, given by cross-inhibition, a "command" neuron, and proprioception:
The first two terms are explained in detail in the following paragraphs while the third, which contains the key contributions of this work, is detailed in the next section.
In the real worm the contralateral inhibitory GABA-ergic D-class neurons synchronize muscle contractions so that when one side is contracting the other is relaxing. These Dclass neurons are connected to the A-and B-class neurons and their activity is highly correlated. Thus in this model, crossinhibition is applied directly in proportion to the activity of the excitatory neurons on the opposite side, and is captured in the term w k − Sk i . The second superscript,k, refers to the opposite side of the animal (dorsal or ventral).
In the full connectome, these motor neurons are part of larger locomotion circuits and this is modeled here as the second input, from a single command neuron. This approximation does not assume that there exists a CPG for the production of oscillatory behavior, but is not incompatible with a hybrid CPG and proprioceptive mechanism. Which (DC) current a neuron receives depends on which subnetwork it is part of, with A-class (backwards) neurons receiving current from the command "AVA," and B-class (forwards) neurons receiving current from command "AVB."
PROPRIOCEPTION
We now review the proprioceptive components of the model and introduce our modifications towards a more general dynamic model of proprioception.
Stretch receptor current
The remaining input (10) into the motor neurons, I k SR,i , is also the final component of the biomechanical model: proprioception. Stretch receptors have long been hypothesized to exist due to long, undifferentiated "arms" that extend from the Aand B-class motorneurons down the length of body ( [45] ). Shown in Fig. 1 is how a stretched body segment produces a strong signal for the posterior body segments on the same side, and a weak to non-existent one on the opposite side. The number of segments to be summed over is given by a parameter s = min (M ; N SR + (n − 1)N out ), which is a constant determined by the number of remaining posterior body segments. The full sum is
where
The term (1 − α(t)) is the time dependent term that allows for dynamic suppression of this current, and will be explained in 
is a gradient that increases posteriorly for forward motion (B class) and anteriorly for backward motion (A class), to make the receptors more sensitive to the decreased curvature of the body (shown in figure 3 ). The first element of k, k[0], refers to the subnetwork. Finally,
is a stretch receptor activation function with parameters:
which compensates for the variable radius of each segment with
which compensates for the previously mentioned asymmetry in the inhibitory circuit. The proprioceptive stretch sensors form the fundamental oscillatory mechanism of the model. An important note is that proprioceptive feedback for forward motion in our model can be described as an anteriorly directed signal encouraging contraction from a stretched posterior segment, which is consistent with the physiology of the B motor neurons ( [46] ). In contrast, Quen et al. in ([45] ) provide experimental evidence that proprioception acts as a posteriorly directed signal for contraction from a contracted anterior segment. It is possible that both of these mechanisms are correct, and possible distinguishing experiments are discussed later.
Dynamics of proprioception
Unlike simple forward and backward locomotion, which are long-lived oscillations of the network, the omega turn is a transient behavior which only lasts a few seconds. We phenomenologically model this as a wave of modulation in the proprioceptive signal that travels posteriorly along the body. Sigmoidal functions are common in biological systems, so we posit a two-sided function:
where t start and t end are respectively the initiation and completion of wave, and s models the speed at which this suppression takes effect. This function can smoothly tune a parameter to 0 and then back to its full value, as well as increase or decrease parameters by a percentage using 1 ± α. This addition to the original model is vital for complex and transient behaviors like the omega turn and other shallow turns, and is implemented in equation 11.
Numerical modeling
The original model used Sundials version 2.3.0 ( [7] ); this paper uses version 2.6.1. The numerical simulation portion of the code is written in C++. Based on the original paper, a visualization package written in MATLAB 2016b is included. The model and dynamics proposed here are all fully reproducible, with the code and example datasets available at ( [17] ).
RESULTS
We show our model can produce omega turns within the model using modulated proprioception.
Backwards motion
There are three front-to-back asymmetries that bias the original model towards forwards motion. Two of them are shown in Fig. 3 . For forward motion they are: a decrease in muscle strength along the length of the body, and an increase in stretch sensitivity to partially compensate for this. Importantly, the A-and B-class subnetworks of neurons have "arms" extending in opposite directions down the length of the body ( [46] ), and this is modeled as a stretch producing a signal in the anterior body segments for the A neurons. In this way, backwards motion can be plausibly and simply modeled using a mirrored subnetwork of motor neurons with oppositely aligned stretch receptors. 
Optimized stretch receptors
Proprioceptive receptors have long been postulated, but though there are very suggestive experiments ([45, 30, 1]), it is not known through what mechanism the worm senses stretching. Physiological data reveals the presence of long undifferentiated "arms" that stretch away from the B-and Aclass motor neurons for approximately a quarter of the body length, but their function is unknown. To contribute to constraints on this hypothesis, which is necessary for both simple and complex behaviors in this model, studies on the effect of changing the length of the body receptors on speed of forward motion and other metrics were performed. Figure 4 shows that there is a maximum center of mass velocity for proprioceptive sensors of length equal to approximately 5-6 segments, which would allow each segment to receive information about one half body wavelength in agar. A pronounced feature of figure 4 is the drastic decrease in speed for very short stretch receptors of approximately 1-2 segment lengths.
Traveling waves of suppression produce omega turns
The addition of a set of parameters that controls a wave of suppression on the stretch receptors along the body wall is enough to realistically produce an omega turn in the model. Figure 2 shows a ventral turn, though this mechanism can produce turns to either side.
To understand this behavior, it is instructive to understand what happens to the different body segments as the wave passes through them. When the wave is initialized in the head segment (segment 1), the head becomes less able to sense the curvature of the segments immediately posterior. As the wave travels across the next few segments, the first third of the body continues to tighten its turn because the proprioceptive input is no longer present to stimulate the dorsal muscles, those opposite to those currently active. This tightening continues until the wave passes and the first segments slowly become able to sense the extreme curvature of the first half of the body. The head starts to unwind, producing a smooth change in the direction of motion. By tuning the timescale or level of suppression of this wave, the mechanism is able to produce turns of any angle.
The continued suppression of the stretch receptors on the posterior half of the body once the head has started to resume normal forward motion is vital to the success of this maneuver. In a realistic omega turn the rest of the body follows the head through the highly curved "omega" shape. In this model, deep bending is resisted by any part of the body in which the proprioceptive signals remain unchanged. Non-traveling suppression of stretch receptors in one part of the body produces various types of thrashing behavior, paralysis, or changes in gait. Furthermore, the forward momentum through the curving head bend must be produced by the continued undulations of the posterior half of the body. Thus, if the proprioceptive hypothesis of the Cohen model is correct, a traveling silenc- ing of proprioception is a simple way to produce this complex behavior.
Robustness of omega turns
As discussed in ( [13] ), a model of a complex system that uses average values of parameters, as this model does, often gives non-average results. Therefore, it is paramount to demonstrate this behavior in an ensemble of models with different internal parameters, and a sensitivity analysis is shown in Fig. 5 . Though the model is relatively sensitive to overall body length, even in this case the turning angle only changed about 0.2 radians, thus suggesting the mechanism can robustly produce omega turns.
DISCUSSION
We have presented a biophysically realistic model that can reproduce the essential repertoire of C. elegans locomotive behaviors: forward motion, backward motion, and omega turns. Recent work has shown that extra-synaptic modulation is important in more complex behavioral patterns in C. elegans ( [15] ), and this is the first biomechanical model to our knowledge that uses this information and proposes an interpretable mechanism for behaviors beyond forward motion.
This model relies fundamentally on the hypothesis that there exist stretch receptors in C. elegans, and that they are posteriorly (anteriorly) directed for B(A)-class neurons. The model further allows for testable predictions about the characteristics of those receptors. Mutant studies should be able to identify potential chemical or neural candidates that can control proprioception, which in turn might help illuminate the network involved in proprioception. Another class of experimental tests is optogenetic manipulation of worms trapped in microfluidic devices along the lines of Quen et al. ([45] ). If neurons associated with omega turns, e.g. RIV, SMDV, or RIM, are stimulated and silencing of the proprioceptive signal is measured, that would be strong evidence for this mechanism.
A traveling wave of silencing of the proprioceptive stretch receptors can robustly produce omega turns, but we also found that an increase in muscle strength can drastically increase the turning angles of the worm. Though it is possible that the muscle activation is modulated during this behavior, quantitative statements are complicated by many approximations. These issues are discussed in more depth in the original model paper ( [7] ). Thus, unlike the qualitative proposal of proprioceptive modulation, no quantitative statement can be made about muscle dynamics.
A key limitation of this work is the biological plausibility of the traveling wave of suppression. A derivation from first principles is left for future work, but a promising line of research is nonlinear diffusion equations with traveling wave solutions ( [11, 20, 2, 47] ). Another direction is to study a diffusive neuromodulator in combination with the underlying synaptic network ( [4] ), as a wave-like effect might be produced by this interplay. This modeling work can lend intuition to future work, which may give more support to an alternate mathematical form for this wave.
Future work could also explore even more complex behavior. Our mechanism can produce shallower or deeper turns, both of which have been proposed as distinct categories of behavior ( [24, 9] ). The "jockeying" of a worm interrupted during an omega turn could be explored via the release of multiple waves of silencing in succession. In future work, we hope to integrate the connectomic dynamics with the proposed biomechanial model in order to understand the "inside" and "outside" of the worm and how the connectome serves as the controller for behavioral outputs.
Much recent modeling work has contributed to discussions surrounding simple behaviors like forward motion, and we hope that this paper can contribute to similar discussions of more complex behavioral dynamics. The ability of a single model to produce basic motion and an omega turn helps elucidate the control structure of C. elegans, and can help inform what types of outputs should be produced by the internal dynamics of the network ( [25] ). Importantly, we have illustrated that dynamic processes can play a critical role in controlling the C. elegans repertoire of behavior.
